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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

S VOLUME 41

ftoiunsi^Sanii0pur
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1936

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NUMBER 15

O.D.K. TAPPING FEATURES HONORS' ASSEMBLY TODAY
SERVICE HELD i""if.^"**i';/y'= ^ r
IN CrniPEL FOR
"''
""
MISS RUSSELL

TAPPED BY 0. D. K. IN ASSEMBLY TODAY

HONORS onoup
PLEOGES THREE

By a Staff Member

Annie Russell, who died last Thursday morning following
long period of illness
s universally acclaimed one of the most ver
satile and brilliant act ses of the American stage. Her life is tht
history of the Americ
Theatre from her first appearance to tht
present time.
Miss Rus-sell, who w
^ College Conducts Simple but Liverpool, Engl; d, began her pro- was so small she made her own
Fall Term Honor Roll Read;
^ Formal Episcopal Service
fessional careei at the age of and her brother's clothes. A difTrophies are Given to
"i
Last Saturday Noon
seven. She wa
cast by Rose ferent play was presented each
Ranking Societies
Eytinge to play the child's part in night. "Pinafore" was very popu'JSTUDENTS TAKE PART "Miss Multon" during its Montreal lar in Kingston and actually ran
LIBRA PLEDGES SEVEN
engagement and her subsequent for four night. That was unprePhi Beta Initiates Are Also An4 Underffraduates in Dramatic De- advancem.ent was hindered only by
cedented. There were not enough
nounced in Biennial Event
5 partment March n Ceremony
her extreme youth. During the theatre-goers in the town to flll
juvenile "Pinafore" craze she was the theatre for two nights, and
Three men were tapped by Omi[) A great dramatic artist's last first in the chorus of that opera,
the same people were in attendthe biennial Hi
1
\ - cron Delta Kappa, national senior
l;i;;]M.ild ( lou!!h, left, William Whalen, center, hi)iiorar> socieli
),line was spolien Sunday by Rollins later played and sang the role of
ance for the four nights of "Pina- and Richard lirown, right, members of the senior 'erablj, held in he Annie Russell Thealri Ihis honorary society, and seven girls
i. students and faculty gathered in Josephine and then returned to the
fore's" run.
class were tapped by Omicron Delta Kappa, senior morning.
were tapped by Libra in the feai.the Knowles Memorial Chapel to dramatic stage as little Meenie in
Has First Title Role
ture events of the Winter Term
•) pay final tribute to Miss Annie Robert McWade's production of
After seven months in the West
Honors Day, held this morning in
^, Russell, who died Thursday after "Rip Van Winkle".
Indies, Miss Russell returned to
the Annie Russell Theatre.
\» long illness.
When she had grown too tall for New York and in the fall of 188?
0. D. K. initiates are William
^ Following the simple but formal
Miss RusseU was engaged to appear in the
Whalen, of Peekskill, New York,
^ Episcopal service, the body was children's parts,
Madison Square Theatre in the
Richard Brown, of Lincoln, Ne! placed on a train for Short Hills, journeyed to the West Indies with
title role of "Esmerelda". Her pop- |
braska, and Reginald Clough, of
i New Jersey, for burial. The chap- McDowells Repertory Company.
ularity dates from her immediate '
Lebanon, New Hampshire.
j el altar was banked with floral She went to take care of her litsuccess in that play, and hence\ wreaths sent by friends of this be- tle brother, who was playing chilLibra initiates are Miss Frances
forth she was certain of popular
Flay City's Flogging Episode Delivered in Annie Russell Perpente, of Windham, New York,
;.]oved artist in America and Eng- dren, but herself played many
parts from boys to old women. and critical approval. After playBy Arthur Dear, Jr.
Theatre
in Sunday Address
liland.
Miss Grace Terry, of Tampa, Miss
Miss Russell was happy in the ing in "Pique", "Moths", and
Jane Thayer, of Cleveland, Ohio,
J In keeping with her intense love
West Indies although her salary i
Bonuses Then Pensions.
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)
'of the theatre, eight male students
TAMPANS CHEER ATTACK C H A L M E R S S P E A K S Miss Jane Smith, of Dayton, Ohio,
^Campaign Statislics,
Miss Dorothy Manwaring, of Jen»of the dramatic department acted
i..as pallbearers, while others marchDr. Thomas Chalmers, professor kintown, Pennsylvania, Miss FranFortunes on Faithj
By Arthur Dear, Jr.
j ed as guard of honor gowned in
Speaking at a mass meeting of history at Boston University, ces Hyer, of Tampa, and Miss
J undergraduate robes.
held in protest against the brutal rose to the defense of Woodrow Perry Oldham, of Albany, New
I, Dr. Charles Atwood Campbell,
and unnecessary and inexcusable Wilson, who is being accused of York.
^ean of the chapel, officiated with
Other events on the morning's
flogging and cold hlodded murder "falsifying" records during the
[,the aid of President Hamilton Holt
of Joseph Shoemaker at the World War by a Senate Commit- program included the announce[as well as the student choir who
hands of Tampa police, Dr. Royal tee in Washington headed by Sen- ment of the pledging of Phi Beta,
jChanted the Lord's Prayer. The
S. France of the college economics ator Gerald Nye, in the Annie national honorary art and music
5<ongregation joined in
singing Speaker Describes Choosing Mrs. Scollard Delivers Talk
department cleared the way for Russell Theatre on Monday, Jan- society, the reading of the fall
,"Lead Kindly Light" and "Abide
Last Monday
of Lee Biography
term honor roll, the presentation
the principal speaker of the after- uary 20,
President, if he has not aire
jWith Me".
"Senator Nye', he said, "has of athletic awards for both men
Thomas.
signed it by the time this is priitf
and women in the fall term, and
Classes at Rollins were dismiss- VIRGINIAN IS PRAISED I T A L Y I S DENOli.NCED
here", Dr. France said not proved his loose charge. The
ed, will probably sign it
the announcement of fraternity
^ed at noon to allow
entire
Dr. Richard Burton was
Mrs. Scollard in hrr lecture
ng the' spirit of the dead cannot sue for slander, so
Some people feel that by
scholastic standing for the college
I student body to take part in
in the principal spealcer at a luncheon Monday afterno^, January
the
Senator
seems
to
be
safe.
meeting, "to show that despite
paying the bonus, we will
year, 1934-35.
I ceremony, and the campus
given on Saturday January 18, gave interesting^bw light on
the unspeakable Ku Klux Klan, But the uselessness of his combribt' the veterans' lobby to
[,was placed at half-mast for
mittee
is
ended
and
it
has
fallen
The following associate memat the College Commons by the Ethiopian sit^tQgm.
despite lawless j)olicemen, democstop tryiu!^ to mulet the govijperiod following the actress' de
apart in a crash of resentment. bers were elected to Phi Beta:
Rollins Chapter of Kappa Alpha.
She begaii her lecture by triv
Florida still lives."
ernment out of more money.
I The year before Maude Ad
President Wilson's character re- Miss Clara Butler, Miss Aroxie
After a few words of welcome a pictureyof Italy under tht; Fas- j
are
here
to
uphold
the
This is a falacy. The only
.made her debut, Charles Frohi
mains unaffected". "Certainly," Hagopian, Miss Mila Gibbon,
extended by President Holt to cist reginaB. Mussolini reconciled j
hand of the prosecuting attorney
way to stop the veterans' lobijput forth his first woman stai
he continued, "history will never Misses Anny and Mia Rutz.
the visiting national officers, El- Italy fmthe
Church. Th.
this country, to uphold the
by is to stop wars, which in
iAnnie Russell. Imp;
accuse him of rushing us into
nth the liott Dunwoody, Province ComPledging of active members of
city and county officials. We war. He could have saved the
time will stop veterans—as
.latter's talent, he began his ms
mander, Paul Speake, secretary
ire minor imjudge the guilt of no individual world a few million lives if he Phi Beta included the affiliation
they die of old age. From i
.agerial career by presenting her
of the Hardeman Province and prov^iflBlts. Major inipruvonicnts
of the following students: Misses
before
trial,
but
we
demand
juson
we
will
have
agitation
I a Bret Hart play called "Sue"
struck, as Theodore Roosevelt Constance
Raymer Maguire, President of the madt' by the dicta )i include the
Righter,
Margaret
without fear."
bigger and better ponsio
,both Now York and London.
urged, when the Lusitania was Bashford, Peggy Jennison, Ruth
Orlando Kappa Alpha Alumni i-hiid movement foi the consL'rvavoting veterans, .lu.st glance
Thomas spoke for fifty minutes, sunk. The war coud have ended
!was under Frohman that M I Rus- Club, Dr, Burton gave a review tion of racial htalt . Free schoals
Melcher, Betty Test, Marita Stuthrough the
fang
ping in bi|-rapid d g ^ e r y only in the Autumn of 1915. And how
sell enjoyed a long series of star- of the Dougl,
Hildegarde Reese, and Claubiogra- hatii been established and eduuaRecord sttmetime, if
,ring roles.
different our world today would delle McCrary.
phy of Robert E. Lee
titili is insisted uptm.
to see the startling
:heering to
be!"
'. She retired from the stage dur- birthday the Rollins Chapte
The order of scholastic standMrs. Scollard then dist-u.^sed
of pensions that Conf
T&mpA
Florida,
ing the World War when cars car- honoring as the
tha question, "\\'hy is Italy in
Dr. Chalmers went on to say of the sororities for the college
voles. Pick any date that the
comin.L;' to tho city to
rying theatrical equipment were nominal founder
Kthopia?" She thought Italy had
that "If this proves that the late year 1934-35 follows: Kappa Kapguardians of the general pub•struggle to throw off
needed by the government, and re- Alpha Order.
Gamma, Chi Omega, Alpha
made a mistake lo jeoparilize ilie
President
and his Secretary of
!iiofficii
jturned to the stage March 29,
, Pi Beta Phi, Gamma Phi Beta,
world's opinion of her. Bi iolly
of the thr
Dr. Burton,
Displaying a copy of the St. State deliberately deceived the
-Secretary Morganthau's appe
'1932, after thirteen years to play Pulitzer judges who
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
American people to serve the
awarded thi.s is the situation: There are
Louis
Post
Dispatch,
Mr.
Thomas
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
munitions
Freeman's book the prize as the two million slaves in Ethiopia. ance before the
drew a lucid analogy. An article wicked purposes of
best biography in the last contest, Thf F,ihiopians justify slavery by ComiiuLtee revealed some startling on the Tampa police acandal was profiteers in Europe and Ameripresented a first-hand account of thr llible. Haile Selassie has a facts whicli will undoubtedly be headed "Police Murder in Flori- ca, it is enough to blacken the
'.he book itself and an ultimate thou a:;,1 slaves. His edict of abo- much toott-'d by the Republicans da". Next to it was an article by name of Woodrow Wilson and
report of the committee's respect litiun of slavery failed. Bnnd=' of in the coming election campaign. Emil Ludwig depuribing Fascism Robert Lansing to the end
edit of the gove
for this vast and excellent work. seven hundred make slave rai,is. Tlie
in Germany.
"If" he said, "Freeman's book Often whole villages are taken in- far has been very good. The Pres"If it does not prove that,
"I do not know what grim
ident^ budget of January ^ (behad been the first of the long to slavery.
should forever brand Senator Nye
fol^-thc • "t:A--4r-dpT^Ton and the sense of huinor that editor had," as a blight on our public honor,'
Ethiopia i
list of biographies so carefully
said the speaker, "but he has put
bonus)
asked
for
one
and
a
half
border
betwf
examined, the search could have
declared Dr. Chalmers. '*The Divine Fire in Youth"
ation-' billion dollars to bo raised; this side by side w-hat is happening in
,n Somaliland. Ita'
well ended there. It stood head
"He was guarding his answers,
Is Title of Talk
xcluded an estimated $2, Tampa and what is happening in
"The Soul V e r s u s T h i n g s " is and shoulders above the fifty-odd als therefore are often
as he had a right to do. It
many".
Then
he
went
on
to
Subject of T a l k
away into slavery. Italy has
other biographies studies."
here that in answer to questions SUN. CHAPEL SPEAKER
iew the Shoemaker murder.
Dr. Burton particularly com- appeals to the League of Nation:
put to him by his bitterest foes
LANIER
POEM
Q U O T E D mended Freeman, a Virginian, for with no success. Ethiopia is thi
uth Carolina has the highest Borah and Johnson, he stated that
Dr. John Martin will deliver
aggressor and Italy feels she ha:
was after his arrival in Ver- the address in the Knowles Meilliteracy rate in the United States,
The sermon in The Knowles the lack of bias and sentimentali- a mission in that country.
lies that the 'whole series oi morial Chapel Sunday, January
according to a study by Prof.
(Continued on page 3, col. 6) I
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, Janu(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
s Karl Coleman.
26. His subject will be "The Diary li), was delivered by Bishop
vine Fire In Youth".
William F. Anderson, on "The Soul
Born and educated in England
versus Things".
Dr. Martin was graduated from
His text was taken from Chapthe London University, and was
ter 26, verse IG, of the Gospel acfor several years a member of
cording to Saint Matthew.
the People's Institute in East
By Mila Gibbons
Bishop Anderson said "We are
Rose Bampton, at twenty-four
Rose Bampton's character and London.
(Several days before her death, Annie Kussell sent
dependent in Science and Religioin
years primadonna contralto of tastes are a curious blend of the
He came to the United States
and we see every day Science be- Miss Ctibbons asking her to write thc critii
the Metropolitan Opera Company, two personalities. She likes jazz in 1899 upon an invitation to leccoming more religious and Relig- recital.—Editor.)
is todays model and yesterday's and dancing, riding, swimming ture in a number of cities and at
The Dance recital given by Mar-*
ion becoming more scientific. He
ideal all in one. Poised, willowy, and tennis, and she adores her various colleges and educational
cited the recent departure of the tha Graham Friday night at the ity. And on account of this purfive feet ten inches in height, her Irish terrier, Toof. But she also institutions. In 1900 Dr. Martin
Lindbergh family as an example, Annie Russell Theatre was the ity, one cannot be unmoved, whatgeneral appearance is that of the loves to cook, has never smoked became the director of the League
«nd laid the cause to three vital first of its kind to be given here. ever one's opinion, by contact with
typical good-looking athletic young a cigarette, goes weak and senti- for Political Education in New
sources — the press, politics, and Compared to music, the dance is her art. The intellectual onlooker
American girl, a popular maga- mental over Brahms waltzes, and York. He was appointed by Mayan art little seen. Few people of accuses her of being intellectual.
the police.
zine cover type. Until one looks at almost ruined her first operatic or Gaynor a member of the
In conclusion. Bishop Anderson our present day civilization have His eyes are closed to what he
her face, and then one involun- appearance as a student because Greater New York Board of Edquoted from Sidney Lanier, the seen more than two or three per- sees, he reasons; and he cannot
tarily thinks of a Rossetti or of she wouldn't wear tights. She ucation in which he served eight
Bong writer, as saying, "Let my formances in their whole life, their simply enjoy the beauty of clear
the heroine's picture in that ro- likes to design and often actually years.
name perish, the poetry is good. contact with the dance has been composition and glorious movemantic novel of the Nineties makes and sews her own clothes.
Dr. Martin is the author of
ment. His vanity is outraged at j
The music is good, and that is all distant.
which you found one day on the She has a weakness for rich numerous magazine articles on
The routine dance of the music- not having "understood" immed- I
the heart desires that needs it. It
family bookshelf! The long glossy medieval sleeves, large hats, an- political and sociological subjects.
will lind it." A name amounts to hall and cinema have dulled many lately. He is closed to the medium
brown hair rolled into a knot at tique earrings and evening gowns His most recent book "Dictators
nothing. It is the value that sur- eyes. The effect produced by Mar- and therefore cannot find what is
the nape of the neck, the lash- cut on classic Grecian lines.
and Democracies Today" is a coltha Graham was startling to the source of the dance.
vives.
swept hazel eyes ,now remote and
AU this, however, is submerged lection of his public course on inand
The sentimental onlooker is
William Page lead the Invoca- many. The impact of rich
dreamy, then bright with excite- in the Spartan routine which is ternational relations under the
clear
composition,
sprung
from
tion, and the Litany was read by
heavy with the soporific of sentiment, the creamy oval face with life of the artist. Up at eight auspices of Rollins College last
Kancy Cushman of the class of deep emotional content, was like mentality: he cannot react to senits full, heart-shaped mouth . . . every morning, Rose Bampton ex- winter. He has been a lecturer,
current of strong wind. Some
1935. The New Testament readand her "voice, ever soft, gentle ercises, bathes, (singing in the conference leader, and consultant
timent. To many the newness of j
-re
left
breathless
at
first.
ing was by Marita Stueve and a
and low, an excellent thing in tub, she confesses), breakfasts on
Rollins for the past several
Miss Graham's dance is sheared line and conception were too re- I
reading from Walt Whitman was
years.
all easy effect and sentimental(Continued on page 3, col. 4)
(Continued on page 6, col. 1)
Riven by Paul Twachtman.
IMII-

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS

1),1

FRANCE, IHOiS PRESIOENT WILSON
SPEAK IN TAiA OEFENOEO IN TALK

NEW LIGHT GIVEN
E T l P i STAIUS

OR, MARTIN WILL
SERM

Martha Graham A True Classic in Her
Dance Recital Presented at Theatre

Rose Bampton, Metropolitan Star, To
Sing in Artist's Series January 22nd

THE

TWO

ROLLINS

Students and Staflf
Annie Russell's Life True
Honor Miss Russell 0
To History of Modern Stage In Chapel Service
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
"Hazel Kirke" on the road, she returned to Palmer's company, appearing through several successive
seasons in "Our Society", "Partners", "Sealed Instructions" "Captain Swift", "Broken Hearts", and
"Elaine".
During the season of 1890-91 her
health broke down and for several
years she was obliged to seek rest
away from the stage. During the
latter part of this period she travelled in Europe, and in 1894 returned to this country to appear
in the leading role of Sydney
Grundy's "The New Woman".
During the season of 1895-96
she was the leading lady in support of Nat Goodwin, appearing as
Ruth in "Ambition", and Ada Ingot in "David Garrick", and during
a portion of the following season
she was successful as the heroine
of Bret Harte's "Sue". In the
spring of 1897 she acted Betty
Fondacre in Madeline Lucette
Ryley's farce, "The Mysterious
Mr. Boyle", during the early part
of 1897-98 she appeared with Sol
Sm.ith Russell as Sylvia in "A
Bachelor's Romance", and in'' November she created the leading
role in Joseph Arthur's "The Salt
of the Earth", the play which later became known as "Lost River".
Success on English Stage

effects she desired. The play
an instant success. It is interesting to note that Helen Menken who played recently in "Queen
Elizabeth" and "The Old Maid",
began her career with Annie Rus
sell
in "Midsummer
Night's
Dream",
Shakespearean Roles
Miss Russell appeared in other
Shakespearian revivals of the period. One of her favorite roles was
that of Viola in "Twelfth Night",
In 1910, she joined the New Theatre Company, which was organized with the ambitious design of
becoming "the" great Amer
stock company, and which had the
backing of J. Pierpont Morgan
and other men of financial calibre
This new Theatrical Company presented classics and modern plays,
each play superbly cast. But the
commercial theatre
was
very
much afraid of a millionaire-supported company, and a concerted
attack was made by the press and
commercial managers on everything it did. As a result the new
venture passed completely out of
existence.
From 1912-1914, Miss Russell
presented her own company in old
English comedies, "Much
Ado
About Nothing", "She Stoops to
Conquer", "School for Scandal",
"The Lady in the Case", and "His
Royal Happiness".
Playing in
New York and on tour the company was enjoying a good measure of success when the upheaval in Europe began, and many
nations were plunged into war.

In June 1898 she played a London engagement at the Garrick
Theatre in "Sue". This drama of
Bret Harte's was undoubtedly the
vehicle of one of her greatest
achievements. All London came
to see it and even Royalty wanted
With it came the end of Miss
to view the young American girl
Russell's theatrical enterprise, and
who was being hailed in the press
like many other patriotic women
as having made such a tremendous
of the stage she engaged in war
success. "The Duse of the Engwork. Among other things she
lish speaking stage" was but one
did was to put on a Doughboy's
of the complimentary criticisms
Theatre for the Stage Women's
rained upon her hy the British
War Relief in Grand Central Palpress.
ace, New York, then debarkation
Among those who came to pay hospital No. 5.
their respects to Miss Russell durLast Professional Part
ing her four month's stay at GarIn 1917 she was playing "The
rick's were the Prince of Wales and
other members of the Royal Fam- Thirteenth Chair" for a starring
ily, and she received letters from engagement in Chicago. The ennotable English dramatists, actors, try of the United States into the
and persons in political life. She World War stopped this producwas overwhelmed with social at- tion on tour, for the Scenery cars
had been commandeered. Taken
tentions.
The following October Miss Rus- seriously ill with influenza, she resel returned to America and be- turned to her home in Short Hills
gan a memorable starring tour in from Washington where the last
the English version of Henri performance had been given. She
Lavedan's "Catherine", supported never played professionally from
by Mr. and Mrs. Le Moyne, Elsie that date.
de Wolf, Frank Worthing, and
Joseph Holland. In 1899-1900 she
played the title part of Jerome K.
Jerome's "Miss Hobbs", and the
following season she devoted herself exclusively to the Princess AnElectric Irons $1.35 up
gelia in "A Royal Family". "Mice
and Men" by Madeline Lucette Ry- 242 E. Park Ave.
Phone 79
lie next occupied Miss Russell. It
ran a whole season in New York
and had a long run on the road.
When she was appearing in
"Jinny, the Carrier", there occurred a singular demonstration of
Expert Repairing of All
the affection in which she was
Makes Cars
everywhere held.
She was appeariing in Ithaca before the stu226 Church St.
dents of Cornell University, Leaping from a little cart in which she
she was seated, she caught her
skirt in the step and was sent Just received a shipment of
brand new puzzles.
sprawling on her face. Instead of
lOc to 35c
the roar of laughter to be expected under such circumstances, she
got instead a great round of applause. With her hands cut and
132 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
bleeding she went on to the end
of the play, turning in, according
to critics, one of the best perMake writing easy with a new
formances of her career.
Remington Typewriter, Special
Under Shaw's Direction
terms. $3.00 down, $3.00 per
month.
j,|a
In 1906-07, Miss Russell appeared in the title role of George BerRemington Rand Agency
nard Shaw's "Major Barbara,"
41-43 W. Washington St.
which was produced under the Phone 3473
Orlando, Fla.
famous playwright's personal direction. The play proved a success, but not one of the greatest,
for it was too radical for the
thought of the period in which it
was portrayed.
I'n 1909, Miss Russell achieved
a notable hit as Puck in "Midsummer Night's Dream".
She
played the part in a new way,
seizing the opportunity for whim-1
Convenient Terms Arranged
sicality and the carrying out of the j
old English idea of fairies. Here- i
tofore Puck had been a pretty!
COMPLETE
little creature in tights, by no \ SERVICE DEPARTMENT
means the proper agent for the al-1
most malevolent humor of Shake-!
speare.
i
WE SOLICIT YOUR
Miss Russell appeared in fur'
BUSINESS
skins made to match the color of
tree trunks. At Pemaquid Harbor, where she had a summer
home, she studied the actions of
hare, deer, and the various small330 N. Orange
er animals of the wood. All of the
hints thus gained she incorporated
in her role of "Puck". In portraying the part she ran, walked,
345 E. Park Ave.
or leaped, thus achieving the exact

Bennett Electric
Shop

the Queen in Browning's "In a Bal
cony" at the formal dedication of
the Annie Russell Theatre.
Mrs. Edward Bok, lifelong friend
of Miss Russell, flew down from
Philadelphia in a chartered pli
to arrive Monday evening after
learning of the serious illness.
Miss Russell is survived by
sister, Mrs. J. J. Carty of Winter
Park, and a nephew, Dr, John Carty, of New York City.
After five or six years in Short
Hills, Miss Russell, went to St
Petersburg, Florida, disposing of
her New Jersey home, with the
view of becoming a permanent
resident there. But five years
later she transferred her affections
to Winter Park, where the Annie
Russell Theatre built by Mrs. Edward Bok in her honor serves as
a daily reminder of a life fruitful
with distinguished achievements.
Sponsored Artist Series
At Rollins, Miss Russell en
deared herself to all with whom
she came in contact. The privil
ege of working under her direction came to many students of the
dramatic department. She person
ally conducted a professional artists' series in the theatre, each
famous artists to Winter Park.
Among them were Josef Hofman,
Ruth St. Denis, Martha Graham,
Dorothy Sands, Jeanette Vreeland,
Marie Sundelius, and Edith Wynne
Mathison.
Miss Russell returned to the
stage here on March 29, 1932, after an absence of thirteen years,
playing the part of the Queen in
Browning's "In a Balcony". In
subsequent years she appeared as
Rosalie La Grange in "The Thirteenth Chair", and Mrs. Malaprop
in "The Rivals'.
Even during her last illness she
took a great interest in the arrangements for the Professional
Artists' Series of 1936, which
many believe to be the most distinguished of all. It is hoped
that the continuation of these
professional series in the years to
come will serve as a fitting tribute
to the splendid character of the
person who brought them into
existence.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY^g, 1936

SANDS PUR

D. K. TAPS
3

Libra and Phi Beta Honors
Women
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)
Phi Mu, and Kappa Alpha Theta.
Kappa Kappa Gamma was awarded the cup for placing the highest
scholastically iast year.
Fraternity scholastic rating follows: Thete Kappa Nu, Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, X Club,
and Rho Lambda Nu. Theta Kappa Nu was awarded a trophy for
placing first among fraternities.
Last year's winner was Phi Delta
Theta. The
fraternity placing
highest in the list had a combined
average lower than the lowest
sorority, the registrar's office has
The list of students who were
recognized for making the honor
roll last term follows: Jack Carter, Dorothy Case, Guilelma Daves,
Miriam Gaertner, Patricia Guppy,
Violet Halfpenny, Barbabra Hill,
Grace Hiteshew, Helen
Long,
May Long, Perry Oldham, Frances
Perpente, Opal Peters, Ann Roper,
Myron Savage, Virginia Smith,
Robert Spurr, Henry Suck, Leo
Suck, Betty Test, Betty Trevor,
Annette
Twichell, Geraldine
Wachtell, George AVaddell, and
Lewis Wallace.
The list of awards announced
by t h e men's a n d women's
athletic department is printed in
another section of this issue of
the Rollins Sandspur.
All the O. D. K. initiates are
seniors. Whalen is the present advertising commissioner of the
Rollins Sandspur. Last year he
served as business manager of
the R Book. He has been on the
student council for two pears,
having served during the college
year 1933-34 and 1934-35. He is
treasurer of the Upper Division
and is a member of the social
committee. He is a member of
Kappa Alpha.
Brown has been on the Rollins
crew for three years and is now
captain. He is a memhebr of the
Key Society, the Chapel Staff,
was last spring on the honor roll
and has received a letter in foot-

CALENDAR FOR COMING WEEK
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22
Honors Day All-College Assembly at the Annie
Russell Theatre.
4:00 p. I , Lecture by Baron Paul d'Estournelles on "The
Present Problems of French Youth" at Mayflower
Dormitory.
. The Professional Artists Series present Rose
Bampton at the Annie Russell Theatre.

10:00 a. r

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23

4:00 p.
8:00 p.

, Lecture by John Martin on "The London Naval
Conference" at the Congregational Church.
, Second Meeting of course in Woodcarving by
Rev. Harold Lascelles at the Art Studio.
, Alliance Francaise at Mme. Grand , 427 E.
Central Ave., Orlando.
. Symphony Orchestra of Central Florfda at Winter Park Concert at Recreation Hall.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24
, Organ Vespers at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
. International Relations Club Meeting to be held
in the Chemistry Lecture Room.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 26
Morning Meditation.

Address by John Martin.

MONDAY, JANUARY 27
Lecture by Dr. Thomas Chalmers on "Pre-War
Russia and the Seething Balkans" at the Annie
Russell Theatre.
. Lecture by Dr. Burton at the Parish House.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
4:00 p.
5:30 p. n

, Lecture by Dr. F. L. Pattee on "Contemporary
American Fiction at the Annie Russell Theatre.
Organ Vespers at Knowles Memorial Chapel.

Chalmers Defends
President Wilson
Upon Nye's Attack
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
understandings was disclosed to
me for the first time'.
"It is apparent now that Balfour of Britain and Vivian of
France had discussed these same
understandings
with
Lansing,
House, and in general outline with
President Wilson himself. But it
is altogether probable that when
ball. He is a member of the X
Club.
Clough is the present editor of
the Sandspur. He is a member of
the Key Society, the StudentFaculty Discipline
Committee,
and is the chairman of the Publications Union. He is a member
of the X Club.

CLEMENS

TO DIRECT

The Symphony Orchestra of
Central Florida under the baton of
Harve Clemens will give the second concert of the season on
Thursday evening, January 23, in
Recreation Hall at 8:15. The orchestra will present a wildly diversified program.
The bach "Prelude, Chorale, and
Fuge", arranged by Albert, and
selections f r o m
Humperdink's
"Hansel and Gretel" will make up
the first part of the program. The
second half of the program will
open with Brahms Hungarian
Dances Nos. 2 and 7, followed by
a group selected to conti-ast the
three different styles of orchestration and harmonic treatment of
representative nationalistic composers. These are: "Intermezzo
from 'Goyescas' by Granados",
"Irish Tune from County Derry"
by Grainger, and "Hymn to the
Sun", from "Le Coe d'Or" by
Rimsky-Korsakov.

In conclusion the orchestra will
play "Finlandia" by Sibelius, a
tone poem expressing the spirit of
Wilson said 'the whole series was Finland. Its strength and virgor
disclosed to me then for the first make it an excellent concluding
time he was telling the truth. He selection.
probably had known something
"The greatest love-letter
before, but not the whole."
Dr. Chalmers was lecturing written" is in a collectio
at
under the auspices of the adult Haverford. John Keats wrote it,
education program inaugurated at a century ago, to Fanny Brawne.
Rollins College during the winter
College-age drivers cause the
greatest number of auto accidents. In the 18-24 age bracket,
advertisers.
Patronize
286,940 crashed last year.

Fine Watch and Jewelry
Repairing

STEVE
for
EXPERT BODY WORK

S T E V E N S'
GARAGE
Phone 9173

121 Lyman Ave.

Diamond Setting and
Engraving

Parker Pens

Grover Morgan
COLONIAL STORE
Phone 402

The University of California,
with 20,388 full-time students,
ranks as the country's largest.
Counting part-time and summer
students NYU is biggest, with
30,714.

Everything for the Cai

Second Program of Season to
Be Given Thursday

BEACHAM

See

THEATRE

Don and Bob at the

MIDNIGHT
SHOW

SHELL STATION

SAT., JAN. 25
11:30 P. M.

WOMSN—COUIiD
Y®ir LOVE A
'LUMINOUS MAKfl

Andy's Garage

<:.'h genivti ythost i&ce
«f laid h«nd$ slione in the
^ dark? Whose body
^ exuded the mystenoiu

LOUIS*

' irays diawn dom planoli

, and staiB oi milltons oi#
yavxs ago ?
>

North Orange Ave.

Magic Novelty Shop

Florida Motor Lines buses travel
Florida's Main Streets and Highways
Here^aze views actually SEEN from the windows oi Florida Motor
Lines' new. ultra-modern streamlined buses. Buses travel along ocean
shores, through scenic orange groves and woodlands, and down tho
main streets and^^ulevards of the state's principal cities. Only by bus
can you really "see and enjoy all Florida's exotic beauty. Frequent
departures, fast, dependable schedules and your choice of scenic
routes make this the most enioyable way to travel.

BUICK

COMPLETE CmCLE TOUH OF FLORIDA
Jacksonville

PONTIAC

$2.50

St. Petersburg

$12.35
$2;40

UNION BUS S T A T I O N
HAMILTON HOTEL OFFICE
Winter Park, Florida

USED CARS

flORIDAMOTORllWES
Pure Dye Silk
PRINTED
DRESSES

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.

Here are the advanced styles
for spring in all their refeshing

Fred M. Floyd

They're beautifully tailored and smartly styled.

$1995

12

strongest
Guarantee
Of Ice Cream
Purity

STUDENTS!
A highly specialized Laundry and
Dry Cleaning- Service—Don't take
chances with your clothes.

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus Agent^BILL CARMODY—Phone 39

Call Laemmlo Piesenl^

THE GREAT

KARLOFF
PAo d B e l d

l U G O S I .. :

IMYiSIBU
Univeisal's Weirdest Dfami

Frances"'DRAKE
No children under 16 admitted.
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Serious Satire Found In D'ESTOORNELLES I i : " ^ ' « - ' ' ' • " ' *
'iRTIN FLAIS
Moliere Wit,^ritic Says
By Sterling Olmsted
The Hedgerow Players, under the direction of Mr. Deeter, presented on January 15, at a matmee performance in the Annie Russell
Theatre a highly stylized version of Moliere's farce-burlesque "The
Physician in Spite of Himself". Whether or not this modern interpretation was in keeping with the original is a difficult question. A certain portion of Moliere's verbal wit was lost, unavoidably we suspect,
in the process of translation, but the modem English version seemed
on the whole quite in the spirit of the play. The costumes likewise
preserved in carricatures at least something of the atmosphere of
the time, while the simplicity of the setting combined with the artificial method of interpretation gave an impression of elaborate effort
at distinctive style.
The play is divided into three*
soon discovered
acts, representing three distinct
scenes, but the Hedgerow Players and the unfortunate Sganarelle is
managed to make a single setting in grave danger of the law, when
serve as a Forest, a Room in Ger- the runaways suddenly return.
Leandre explains that he has
onte's House, and a Spot near the
House. This feat was accomplished just inherited a large fortune and
ed with a minimum amount of is forthwith received as a suitable
Sganarelle is par.scenic effect, the props consisting son-in-law.
simply of five brightly colored doned, and in the end the Physichairs arranged in a balanced pat- cian-in-Spite-of-Himself is able to
look forward to a lucrative career
tern.
as a medical man.
The effect of the performance
Obviously the play is more than
was marred at times by slightly a mere farce-burlesque. Beneath
delayed speeches which produced the slapstick humor is a serious
an impression of unsureness. Un- satire on the medical quackery of
doubtedly, from the standpoint of the time. This was a favorite
content alone, certain lines seem- theme with Moliere and a part of
ed to call for a retarded tempo, his far grreater theme, his neverbut the result was disastrous to ending attack upon all that savorthe totality of effect. These wilted ed of hypocrisy.
passages to which we have referred were scarcely noticeable until
the end of the second act. From
then until the final fall of the curtain they occurred with increasing
frequency.
The chief offender
seems to have been Leandre.
Voices were good. Gestures and
makeup were in keeping with the
Hedgerow conception of the play,
In fact v,
are suggest that those Will Be Held on Lake Shore
and in Recreation Hall
who wer
spleased with the resuit
for 1disturbed not by costumin fact
BE
JANUARY 31
ing or setting or even by the nov- TO
elty of conception, but by those unpleted
Final plans have been
fortunate lapses of tempo which,
for the Country Fair which
in destroying unity, threw one, now be held on the Lakeshore and in
another, element into conflict with Recreation Hall from noon to midthe rest, producing for many an night on January 31.
effect of discord.
Mrs. Maurice Rotival is chairman of the Fair and has as her
The play itself is a brilliantly
assistants Mr. George Holt, Mr.
conceived farce with a background
and Mrs. John Rae, Mr. and Mrs.
of serious satire. The complicaErnest Kilroe, Mr. and Mrs. Rhea
tion is produced by Martine, the
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
shrewish little wife, who, in order
Trowbridge.
to revenge herself on her faggotReginald Clough, the editor of
binder husband for the beating he
the SANDSPUR, is in charge of
has administered to her, pretends
all publicity while Mr. Cartwright,
that he is in fact a learned physiSr., and George Cartwright, Jr.,
cian who will admit his learning
have charge of the Fair grounds
only under physical compulsion.
in general.
The two servants to whom she
The Town and Gown committee,
makes this startling revelation are composed of Mrs. Hamilton Holt,
in search of a physician who can Carton Bradford, Mayor Baker,
cure their young mistress, Lucinde, Mrs. Charles Campbell, Miss Audof a mysterious attack of dumb- rey Packham, Dr. Fleishman, Mr.
ness. They accordingly light upon Fleet Peeples, Mr. Rodman Lehthe unfortunate Sganarelle and by man, Miss Gordon Greene, Mr.
the administration of the slap- Henessy, Mr. Foley, Mr. Schenk,
sticks, convince him that ho is in- Mrs. Gordon Jones, Mrs. Stremm,
deed a great physician. He ex- Mrs. Davis, Paul Ney, Rebbecca
amines the patient very carefully Coleman, Dr. Grover, Mr. Yust,
and being unable to solve the case Mrs. Holmes, Mrs. Thompson, and
conceals his ignorance beneath a Mrs. A. E. Dick, luider the chairheavy coat of bad Latin.
manship of Mrs. Ernest Kilroe
The actual solution is provided and Mrs. Rhea Smith have charge
by the girls lover, Leandre, who of the attractions at the Fair.
secretly explains to Sganarelle
English Tea will be served at
that the loss of speech is a feigned the Whistling Kettle during the
ailment, a protest against the re- afternoon while Mr. and Mrs. Rae
fusal of Lucinde's father, Geronte, and their folk dancing group ento allow her to marry Leandre. The
refusal is based upon the poverty
of Leandre, who now asks for
Sganarelle's assistance.
In the final act the physician efTHE
fects a cure by bringing in Leandre as his apothecary, thus unitRollins Press Store, Inc.
ing the lovers and providing a
310 E. Park Ave.
means for their escape. His little

PLANS FOR F l
AIIE COMPLETED

School Supplies

REGINS LECTURES;

By Peter McCann
The performance of Eugene O'Neill's "Emperor Jones" last Wed-

"The Political Situation in
Europe" is Topic
HELD

Speaker Accuses Senate of nesday night at the Annie Russell Theatre as a whole was excellent.
I
Inaccuracies
The play is a real problem in staging, and when one considers that
the Hedgerow Players carry all the scenery for eight plays in one
C O M M I T T E E W R O N G truck and are able to present a play as artistic as this one, raucH

IN MAYFLOWER

Baron Paul d'Estournelles de
Constant, professor of French
Civilization at Rollins College,
will begin his weekly lectures,
delivered entirely in French, in
Mayflower dormitory Wednesday,
January 22, at 4 o'clock.
Under the general subject, "The
political situation in Europe",
the Baron will speak on "The
present
problems
of
French
youth" in his opening lecture.
The course is a part of the
Adult Education program now
underway at Rollins and wa^
created in response to the request
of a number of winter residents
who want to "keep up with their
French".
The Baron spent the past summer in France, studying in Paris
where his latest book, "Nienta",
was published. In the fall months
of 1935, when he was on leave of
absence from Rollins, he was at
Scripps College, Claremont, Calif.,
where he lectured and staged a
play on the review of life in
Paris between 1900 and 1914.
Baron d'Estournelles was born
in Paris and studied at the Sorbonne where he took his literary
degrees. He enlisted as a pilot in
the flying corps during the war,
and after demobilization, undertook literary work. In 1925 he
was appointed chief secretary to
Joseph Caillaux, French Minister
of Finance, whom he accompanied to the first war debt conference in Washington. In 1926, he
returned to the United States on
a lecture tour that included a
visit of several months at Rollins. The following year he was
appointed head of Foreign Language Department of Scripps
College, where he stayed three
years establishing at Pomona
and Scripps a center for European studies. The Baron is a son
of the late Senator of France,
who was a member of the Hague
Peace Conference and winner of
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1907.
A small fee will be charged for
the series of lectures to be given
by Baron d'Estournelles at Rollins.
tertain. Miss Brown, of New
York, will be on hand to cut out
silhouettes for those who wish
them.
During the evening the Mule
Cart Players will present three
short plays. There will be dancing all evening as well as motorboat rides, fortune telling, and
games of chance.
The Fair is being given for the
benefit of the Rollins College Library.
A quartette is where all four
ink the other guy can't sing.—
Hornet.

Rose Hampton, above, Metropolitan opera star, will sing here
tonight in the Annie Russell Theatre on the series of programs
scheduled under the Professional
Artist Series. This is Miss Bampton's first appearance in this vicinity.

Rose Bampton Known
As Today's Model,
Yesterday's Ideal
(Continued from page I, col. 6)
fruit, tea and t o a s t ,
then
practices for an hour or more, accompanying herself at the piano.
Later, depending on the immediate work ahead, her dramatic
coaching or is off to rehearsals
at the opera house.
Before a performance she doesn't eat because of breathing and
the length of time it takes to
digest food. Afterwards she has
supper unless she is too tired.
Then she prefers to hurry home as
fast as possible, eat an apple,
and go stragiht to bed!
Rose Bampton sings here on
Wednesday, January 22 at 8:15
in the Annie Russell Theatre at
Rollins College, Winter
Park,
Fla., as the third attraction of
the Professional Artists' Series.

GOOD PLACE TO EAT
Blue Plate, 35c. Sizzling steaks
and seafoods a specialty. Sunday dinners, 50.
342 E. Park Ave., Winter Park

Dr. Pattee Gives
Second Lecture on
English Literature

Jan. 20 to 25
MABEL WICHTS
GOWN SHOP

INSURE IN SURE
INSURANCE

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
ty in picturing so famous and
heroic a Virginian as Lee. As an
afterthought however, he ventured that only a Southerner could
put into such an undertaking the
proper feeling and warmth and
in closing challenged some Kappa
Alpha to compose a drama with
Lee as the central character.
The luncheon was the beginning of a series of events which
included a model initiation in the
chapel, a joint meeting of all
Kappa Alpha organizations in
Florida, a tea given on the back
lawn of the K. A. House for visiting ladies and concluded with a
dance g i v e n at the Orlando
Country Club.
It is planned to make this
gathering an annual celebration
to be held here each year on
Lee's birthday.

Winter Park
Insurance Agency

Luncheon — Tea — Dinner

'72{r

Rollins Press
Lander's Drug Store
Rollins Chocolate Shop
Walgreen's Drug Store

Beauty
Lectures

It's time you knew

MADAME
OLGA PATAKY

Orlando:

COLONIAL
DRUG STORE
Soda—Sandwiches
Cosmetics
PHONE 402

CARMELCRISP

PRICES

*'BEAUTY IS A DUTY"

EDA'S

718 Magnolia Ave.
Orlando—Tel. 8751

BEAUTY SHOP
146 E. Park Ave.

Phone 66

this week
If you want to know more
about make-up and caring for
your complexion, hear Madame
Pataky at 12 noon or 4 p. m.
each afternoon this week or
next. Street Floor.

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

placeable

by

the

choose the pf rfect point
t duplicate
only by the usi
The KHterbroo
Guaranteed Corrosion-Xew-Point
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lypewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service

T. G. LEE, DAIRY

135 N. Orange Ave.

Davis Oflfice Supply

Grade A Raw Milk and Cream—Quality Products
Our Cows Are Milked in a Parlor
WE SERVE ROLLINS
Phone 7300, Orlando

It is the only shop in
Florida where you can buy
fountain pens and have
the points made to your
own style of handwriting.

New Portables, $39.50 to $62.50
All .Makes Used Typewriters
19 E. Pine St. Orlando
Phone 4822

Get those extra miles from your gasoline by using
Super Solvenized

WOCO PEP
French Dry Cleaners
"Established Half Century"

Ph""*
*18

Orlando

THE FOUNTAIN
PEN SHOP

Garland & Colonial

MARKETESSEN
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

39 East Pine St.

Evans Auto Service

standard Oil Products
Comer R Park and FairbanlfS

Musical Instruments and Accessories
Also Teachers' Supplies

Winter Park Office
348 E. Park Ave.

C. L. Pruyn
JEWELER
Park Ave. opposite Depot.

Quality -:- Service

Winter Park:

$3.98 to $10.98

Orlando. Fla.

Thames'

Dr. Richard Burton
Speaks at Luncheon

Deeter, as the
Englishman,
Smithers, gave a performance that
entirely adequate. To expect anything exceptional from a
who has been playing this
part for fifteen years is a great
al to ask of anyone.
The play was presented symbolically. The settings were some of
the most artistic we have seen in
the Annie RusseU Theatre. The
background scenes in the jungles
only conveyed the overpowering symbol of a man subjugated to
nature, but were high in ihe scale
of actual artistic accomplishment.
The Symbolism in three of the
enes in the last act was indefin3. Where Jones lights a fire in
the jungle and a red glow is used
to represent the fire, the meaning
the red light escaped almost everyone in the audience who was
not familiar with the details of
he play. The appearance of the
.pparitions of the natives ca^Mng
Jones back to the village was not
sufficiently distinct. The :• i. 'lOUette scenes in the slave market
! another in which the implication dawned far too slowly on the
audience. Many of the second set
cenes were badly underlighted.
One particularly bad piece of
lympathy was the use of a largecalibre revolver loaded with small
cartridges. Cap-pistol sounds coming from the huge gun were almost ludicrous.
The play was well received by
the audience. Despite some of its
weaker points, it was a welcome
addition to the Annie Russell Ser-

by

CLEARANCE
SALE

THE MUSIC SHOPPE, INC.

_ _

credit is due them.
Regardless of any criticism one:
may make of the production, we
were glad to have had the opportunity to see it. It is only through
the efforts of such organi:^ations
as the Hedgerow Players that
many of the best plays of the
professional theatre are brought
to theatregoers unable to see the
original productions.
The part of the Emperor was
well played. The character is a
long and difficult one. But the
vitality of Jones was not lessened
at any single point in the performance. The only criticism that
could be made of the man was the
manner in which he sacrificed diction for characterization in the
opening act. Few in the audience
heard any of his first lines.

SANITARY
MEAT MARKET

The Rollins
Sandspur

Baggett's Service
22 East Church St.

"By the Neutrality legislation
of August last and President
Roosevelt's elastic interpretation
of the legislation, a new and revolutionary doctrine of American
behavior when other nations are
at war has been established in
the United States", declared John
Martin, authority on international affairs, here last week in the
Congregational Church.
Contrasting the attitude of America prior to the World War
when President Wilson strove to
keep the United States out of
war by cooperating with foreign
belligerents with the present absolute
neutrality
policy, Mr.
Martin said, "Now the tone of
mind has changed. Wilson saw
that the same stream of circumstances would bring the same
dire results another time. So he
endeavored to his last breath to
organize a league of Nations
which should give collective security.
"Having rejected the League,
Senators are now trying to win
security by a new neutrality. They
would forbid American ships and
American
citizens to
travel
through war zones lest they be
torpedoed. They would forbid the
sale of arms, munitions and implements of war to all belligerents and also the sale of essential
materials of war. They would let
all sales of all kinds to nations at
war be made at the risk of the
exporter, lest the nation be embroiled by the capture of the
goods.
"They would say to the fighting powers: 'We yield to you for
your exclusive areas of combat,
any seas you may think you need
for the fight. We won't come near
you. We don't care a hoot whether you be aggressor or innocent
victim of outrageous wrong, we
shall pass by on the other side
and keep at all costs out of your
quarrel' ".

Twenty-five prisoners at Aicatraz, which houses the toughest
Federal criminals, are taking correspondence courses at the UniExcursions in English and Aity of California. — Drake
Literature" being con- Times Delphic.
ducted by the English faculty in
connection with the Adult Education courses at Rollins.
These lectures are open to the
Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, profes- public with no admission charge.
sor of American Literature at
Rollins College, lectured on "Early
American Fiction" in the Annie
Russell Theatre yesterday afternoon at four o'clock. This was
the second in the lecture series
is on sale at the following
stores in

formerly
$7.98
$39.50
Sizes 14 to 44

Arnold's Restaurant

Emperor Jones Performed
Excellently, Says Critic

THE COLLEGE GARAGE
Repairs on all make cars. We are lubrication experts.
Lubricating, washing, polishing, storage^

SAY IT
WITH FLOWERS

Caruthers Violet
Dell Florist
SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG., ORLANDO
Free Delivery Service to Rollins
Phone 4434

This work is done by a
factory expert, with factory equipment.
There is no extra charge
for this on any merchandise purchased here.
10 per cent off on all service work for Rollins College Students as long as my
ad runs in the Sandspur.
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Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellrounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
as gritty and energetic as its Ttame imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigation
to be a?nong the extraordinary qualities of the
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"1936—YEAR OF THE BIG RAINBOW"

In this month's Atlantic appears an article
entitled "An X-Ray of the Campaign" by
J. Frederick Essary, who has just returned
to the East after observing political thought
in other parts of the country. This article
is as illuminating a political picture as has
come to our notice.
With the death of Huey Long, Mr. Essary
believes, went the threat of a third party.
Ex-Senator Long intended to bolt the Democratic fold in the hope of blocking President Roosevelt's renomination. Other leading Democrats, like Senators Glass and
Bryd of Virginia, have grown quiet on their
talk of a third party. The author writes
that "It is now manifest that the old parties
will fight it out between themselves between
now and next November. There may be
sideshows here and there, but they will
not draw much attention from the Big Top

STUDENT
OPINION
An open letter to the author of
"Footnotes".
Dear Sir,
Last Wednesday night, like
Brutus Jones, I longed for a silver bullet, not for myself but for
you. I lay awake and said to myself: "Ballard, you old college
philosopher, you ought to be used
to the press misquoting you by
now, but when the author of
"footnotes" does it, don't you
think you ought to do something
about i t ? " So I got up and lit
joss sticks to my ancestors and
went back to bed.
The Munro clan will probably
sue me for my unintentional adulterous remark; but you make one
in quoting me . . . A break
that breaks by break. Here it is:
"H. H. Munro's 'Saki'". Now
pick up a copy of the book, turn
it over and read carefully this,
"The Short Stories of Saki (H. H.
Munro)". Come, come, there is a
difference, isn't there? So illiterate of you! Why anyone would
think Munro had a dog "Saki"
(Arabic for Rover) that had a
complex for jumping on guests
beds. Or they might think other
things.

Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.

Neither Father Coughlin nor Dr. Townsend can be considered any longer. The
former has eliminated himself because of
his inconsistency, while the old-age seekers
are too divided to become a menace. "Their
vote would be split about as that of the
American Federation of Labor or the Elks,
National Aaevrtislng: Representative:
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
or the Rotarians or any other organized
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
group
of citizens."
ichigran 'Avenue, Chic
This commentator does not think that the
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the GOP candidate will make much difference,
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for except for ex-President Hoover, who is distwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
trusted and bitterly disliked throughout the
Landon, Knox, or Vandenberg,
We will discuss this later in
, November 24. 1925, midwest.
the writer states in effect, could be elected
more detail.
if the Republicans are in favor in NovemHumbly,
ber. If they aren't in the public's favor,
Seymour D. Ballard
EDITORIAL STAFF
no Republican can be elected anyway. The
Editor
REGINALD T. CLOUGH only chance the minority party has is greatAssociate Editor
JEAN PARKER er depression throughout the rest of the
Managing Editor
ROBERT VAN BEYNUM year. The article is concluded with the folNews Editor
MARLEN ELDREDGE
lowing prediction:
Sports Editor
JACK MacGAFFIN
"But if the country should go sour in the
Feature Editor
RICHARD H. LEE
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
Society Editor
LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT summer and autumn of 1936; if large-scale
Exchange Editor
BETTY TREVOR unemployment still casts its blight upon our
$6,000,000,000 of refunding to be
economic system; if a feeling of futility and
done before that date, within
despair grips the hearts and minds of milPaul Twachtman, Malcolm Whitelaw, Seymour Balseventeen months.
lard, Betty Davis, Jane Thayer, Betty Butzel, Mary
Gulnac, Ann Clarke, Helen Brown, Priscilla Smith, lions of men and women, then a gigantic
W. B. Schultz in "AmerRuth Bluneen, Jane Sensenbrenner.
protest vote will be cast against the New
ican Pubic Finance and TaxaREPORTEIRS
Deal. That vote will elect whomsoever the
Pacific Union College, Angwin,
tion" says: "Between 1917 and
Emily Showalter. Carl Howland, James Holden, Grace
By
STEVEN
H.
BAMBERGER
Calif., tells of a college professor
1920 the federal government
Hiteshaw, Louise MacPherson, Edith Stephan, Barbara Republicans may nominate, and it will elect
Conner, Laura Lou Lincoln. Henry Stryker, Socrates him without bothering overmuch about his
who died at the age of 82, leaving
negotiated the supreme finanChakales, Marjorie White, Isabelle Rogers, John BulFor quite a time no'w there has been going on a friendly rivalry a fortune of $500,000—due entirely
cial transaction of modern
lock, Helene Keywan, Jeff Liberman, Perry Oldham, platform proposals."
Paul Boring, Peggy Whitely, Molly Mergentine, Nan
between Professors Granberry and Stone regarding the respective to strict attention to his duties, his
times. It borrowed over twenPoeller, Frances Hyer, Jane Smith, Florence Kelley,
merits of their gardens. One week Cranberry's parsley will win the endless patience in trying cirty-five billion dollars without
Bill Bingham, Arthur Dear.
disrupting the country's fitrophy by a slip and the next week Stone's beets will win by a blush. cumstances, a never failing desire
to oblige his students, his readiBUSINESS STAFF
nancial organization" .In other
One of the worst "let-downs" in life is However, it was not until a few days ago that this competition devol- ness to work early or late, and a
words, its "supreme financial
Business Manager
BONAR COLLTNSON the jump from college existence to the ved into a different channel—that of matching the unconscious wittibequest of $499,950 from an uncle
transaction", under a war
Advertising Commissioner .... WILLIAM WHALEN World outside, it is commonly acknowledged.
s of their colored maids. The score so far is one up.
Australia.—The Hornet.
psychology, was to borrow apAssistant
RICHARD ALTER And one of the worst shortcomings of
seems that the Cranberry*
proximately twice as much
Circulation Manager
ROBERT STANLEY American undergraduates in general is the
who gave Sinclair Lewis
maid, having just arrived from thi
From U. C. L. A. comes the re- money in twice as much time
the panning in last week's Sentindisillusioned but firm belief that the World wilds of Georgia, was quite reticport that in their honor system,
as Secretary Morganthau is
el . . . if Carl Goeller really
Unsigned editorials in these column
is waiting for the time when they get their
t about coming into direct con- thought of those two songs whose the faculty has the honor and the called on to borrow now.
the efinion of the fublication; any other articles diplomas and can make their services avail- tact with any of the newfangled names go so well together, "Hold students have the system. — The This borrowing of $5,500,000,000 dollars of new money added
inventions, to say nothing of any- my Hand" and "Why Not Take Hornet.
are indicative only oj the sentiments oj the authors. able to humanity.
"You know," said Stephen Lea- to the approximate federal debt
The depression has done a little, we sup- thing as radical as a telephone. All of Me" . . . if, as long as we're
They will be frinted unsigned, but to be accefted,
She was told, however, that in or- on the subject of songs, the Glou- cock, humorist, in an address be- of Dec, 1935, which was $31,000,pose,
to
break
down
this
disillusionment,
but
the identity oj the writer must be known to the
der to keep the job she must not cester Fisherman's song is "Chas- fore Purdue students, "there are 000,000 will considerably raise the
it has not done overmuch. College students
editor.
ly dust Bell's masterpiece, but ing Shadroes" . . . if you knew the two kinds of stamps on human mortgage that the government
today, for the most part, do not know what
is well. An account of
faces, the college stamp and the has placed on the future since
depression is. The majority never had to her first experience in telephone greatest local event since the de- criminal stamp—and I can tell 1933.
parture of Sinclair Lewis was the
earn a living nor get a position. Wrapped answering can best be told in her
arrival of Ben Rowe . . . if the them apart!" That last item should
If the people lose faith in
in the pleasant security of collegiate life,
i'n words which follow: "Ah an- rumors that Miss Bastian and Miss be gratifying to the inmates at
the credit of the government,
hed de phone, an' a gen-man in- Wilson are both engaged, are true San Quentin.—The Hornet.
few students know enough about what is
in its ability by heavy taxagoing on in the World about them. To quayahed if Mistuh Granberry wuz . . . if the apples that Ken SoloCommunism is to be taught in
tion to meet this debt, they
Ah sayed A didn't know. He mons and Simpson Penney gave to the public schools in Washington,
make it even more difficult, success in most
will refuse to buy government
colleges is easy. The utter lack of prac- inquyahed if Missus Granberry' Dean Enyart were polished . . . D. C , according to latest reports.
bonds, to lend to the governAh sayed Ah didn't know. if Jack Barrington made the as- Evidently a move to revive the
tical
work
or
study
in
the
colleges
and
uniRollins College and the city of Winter
ment. Secretary Morganthau
Den he ast me if dis wuz de Gran- sertion that the drinking of water little red school house.—The Horis widely quoted as saying
Park lost a truly beneficial friend last week versities has left an empty space in educa- berry house an' Ah sayed Ah did- tends to make one rusty inside . . . net.
tion.
"The minute I cannot raise
know. Fahnally he sayed to if Jack MacGaffin isn't ashamed
when the curtain was rung down on the life
the money required to finance
The college which can do something t o |
'Jeeze, gal, is yo' lost?" Well, of himself for walking into the Pi Not all suckers came on sticks,
of Miss Annie Russell. The theatre has
the government, that minute
been deprived of one of its most courageous make that let-down less difficult, to help after gloating over this piece de Phi housemother's bedroom with- although a great many come from
you will have complete chaos."
and talented exponents, but the great gain graduates meet problems after graduation, esistance for about a week, the out knocking . . . if the midnight them.—Hornet.
Granberrys looked gleefully over parking privilege on the lot next
will
contribute
something
valuable
to
its
college dramatics made under her superat the Stones as if challenging
vision, the contribution Miss Russell gave students. Too little is being done now by them to bring forth a better "home to the John Martin estate will ever
to the family of which she was a part, is the colleges to alleviate this situation. Most made after dinner story". In the be regained . . . if the two men
who have been trying to break the
institutions make conditions even worse by
the important point for consideration.
meantime the Stones had been bit- "gambling machines at Winter
No person, perhaps, has had the best continually adding flattery to existing dis- ing their lips, spying on their maid Park" are satisfied now that they,
Students today need help in all conceivable ways, even goside of the theatre more at heart than illusionment.
Barrington and Edwards, have a
Miss Russell did. She did everything in from their "alma maters." It is high time ing so far as to call up their own little slot machine all their very
In the Rollins
Sandspur
her power to encourage better drama. No they received that help. The college that house in the hope of getting an own . . . if "Doc" Bragg will
unusual
retort.
However,
the
only
can
do
something
constructive
for
its
"lost
really study more now that he's
play in which she had a role ever suffered
thing Clarissa would do that was sold his car . . . if the punch
Eight Years Ago.
from half-hearted effort. Her characteriza- generation" can begin to claim success
campus. A lending collection has
in the least bit out of the ordinary served at the last Dubsdread dance
We never knew there were so been established, with the newest
tions were portrayals of her thorough interwould be to occasionally replace was absolutely on the level (and
many activities at Rollins until books, both fiction and non-fiction.
est in her work. Throughout her career she
the receiver on the hook when she if so, what level?) . . . if the Adult
they meet to be photographed for The rental rates of five cents the
made e ^ y attempt to make each play sucVerbal warfare has been waged for the wanted to call somebody on the Education Program is an asset to the Tomokan. Wonder if they ever first day and two cents each day
cessful, ^ f t e r she had come to Winter Park past few days in the Senate on the honesty phone. Besides this unforgivable
the College . . . if many of you meet for any other purpose.
after are extremely reasonable. As
to live, she continued to offer everything of some of Woodrow Wilson's acts prior to prank her actions were faultless— know Henrietta, the prolific eggThe girls going out for war soon as the fees pay for a book it
possible to create better dramatic produc- the United States' entrance into the World until last Thursday! The phone laying hen at the Witching Hour, canoeing are becoming Hellenic
goes into the regular catalogue.
had
rung
three
times
and
three
tions.
War. Senator Nye, backed by the Repub- times Clarissa had answered in the who has just recently broken all goddesses of strength and endur- Three Yeas Ago.
Although its official title has
She was keenly interested in young actors lican members of the munitions committee same way with the same words. records by laying three eggs in al- ance. They are training seriously
and actresses. She turned her attention to and Champ Clark, democratic senator from The conversation, as it was later most as many minutes . . . if many which means deserting the drug something to do with being underof you like eggs and if not why store and soda fountain, and shock- weight, the Moo-Moo Club is a
the players of the next generation after her Missouri, have maintained that Winson learned, con; sted of the following
not . . . if you're going to stand ing the bewildered bridge party popular siesta between ten and
retirement from the stage. That was one "falsified" in testifying that he did not statements:
for this much longer and if you'll hostess by leaving the food un- ten-thirty and from three-thirty
reason for her presence at Rollins and for learn the Allied Powers had secret treaties
Operator: 'Is this the Stone all be so kind as to manufacture touched.
to four in the afternoon. The memher interest in the theatrical work that was for dividing the territorial spoils of war un- house?"
more news for next week!
Several Rollins students became bership is now sixty, and the goal
being done here. Her advice, criticism, and til after the conflict had ended. Senators
Clarissa: "Yas'm."
heroes Monday night when they for each one is to go home in June
"Is Mr. Stone i n ? "
suggestions constitute a major reason for Glass of Virginia, Robinson of Arkansas,
accompanied the fire department weighing what they should for
"Yas'm".
the success the student plays and the en- Byrnes of South Carolina, and Connally of
to a nightly blaze. The fire turn- their age and height, thus making
'This is long distance from Mied out to be a bonfire built by a another good ad for Rollins and
tire dramatic program at Rollins has en- Texas, supported by other southern democold night watchman.
sunny Florida.
crats, have bitterly criticized Wilson muck ami."
joyed.
"It sho' is!"
Five Years Ago.
The announcement that room,
As long as she was a living part of Rollins, rakers.
And so the two families are back
John
Martin,
conference
leader
The Alumni of Rollins College board, and tuition would be $1350
However, in the midst of an unsolved once more comparing their vegeher influence was felt strongly. It is now
and consultant on International prefer that the graduates who rep- a year beginning next September
the obligation of the undergraduates to crisis, to have the senate postpone its es- table gardens.
Relations, will give a lecture a' resent them as trustees on the col- naturally came as a shock. An inmake the effect of her knowledge and inter- sential business to discuss the honesty and
Now to lower ourselves to a wee the Congregational Church Thurs lege board be young, red-headed, crease of $400 is apt to be that.
est in drama live permanently in the results integrity of a past president must be some- bit o' gossip! We wonder . . . if day, January 23, at eleven a. m and prosperous, according to in- And taking this announcement a t
what distasteful to the voting public. The Martha Graham, modernistic dan- There will be no fee, but a silver ferences drawn from a report its surface value only, the first
of their work in the theatre.
Rollins has lost a true friend, to be sure. United States has been handicapped by hav- cer, knew that Sally Hammond and collection will be taken by the ush made to President Holt.
thought was "Terrific".
watched her ers at the commencement of the
Sandspur program: more class
But if the undergraduates of this college ing a group of unintelligent citizens holding Seymour Ballard
We hope Rollins students really
whole recital through a crack in lecture.
buildings, an athletic plant, a appreciate the many distinguished
continue to strive for the best in the theatre, down senatorial seats. Wilson, like certain
the
theatre
door
.
.
.
if
you
knew
working Student Government, a people who visit the campus. Last
if they follow the same ideal as that follow- other presidents, made plenty of mistakes, that our versatile night-watchman
A
Duke
university
junior
week we had Bill Tilden heading
ed by Annie Russell, the important things, it is true. But to waste time quibbling over and wood carver, Mr. Oakley, visits seriously burned during a fratern- publication office,
brary building.
the list, who needs no introducher influence upon and her sincere love for them will certainly not speed the progress the girls' dormitories nightly to ity initiation when shellac co
The latest innovation in the Rol- tion. His speech on the bleachers
the stage, will be as alive years from now of solving certain questions that must be "check up on things" . . . if you ing his body was accidentally
lins library is one that will be was one of the high spots of the
solved in the present session of Congress.
knew that Bill Lazarus was NOT ignited.
as they are today.
heartily welcomed by the entire week—informal and entertaining.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
TELEPHONE 187

Comment on the
Weeks News

Footnotes

A Flaw in Colleges

Miss Annie Russell

Yesterday

A Waste of Words

John Martin Will
Lecture Thursday
Morning^, Jan. 23rd
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N e w s and
Views of
Sports
By Jack

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

K. A.'s, Phi Delts Show Strength in Early Tilts
IN A WORLD OF SPORTS

MacGaffin

FORFALLIEi
SPORTS lODAI

It appears that Joe Lewis, the
Jrown Bomber from Detroit, is
ired of going around the country
nocking out lugs like Retzlaff.
[e is going to take things easy
until something worthwhile in
the way of competition can be
dug up f^°"^ some where. It is
probable that he will see no ac- Seventeen Letters Presented
to Football Players
tion until June when he is schedThis Morning
uled to meet the pride of Germany in a ten round feature at
18
NUMERALS
GIVEN
the Garden. Just who it is that
thinks that he will be competition K. A.'s and Thetas win Athletic
for Lewis this writer can't figure
Trophies in Assembly
out. It must be just the Boxing
Fall term athletes reaped their
Commissions way of being nice
reward today in the Annie Russell
to Braddock.
Theatre on the first of the bi-annual Honors Day held under the
The local tennis world is all
auspices of the Rollins athletic dengog over the arrival of such
partment.
Rational satelites as Bitsy Grant
The list of the awards to be
iind J. Gilbert Hall to take part
bi the Orlando Invitation Tennis granted will be led by the men rerournament. Enthusiasm is high ceiving varsity football letters and
Lnd such Florida racquet swing- the freshmen who have won their
ers as Charles Harris and Arthur numerals. Intramural awards for
Hendrix are expected to push the touch football, and cross country
itars for all they are worth. The will also be presented to the Kapbiore optimistic even seem to pa Alphas and the Theta Kappa
think
that
because Hendrix Nus respectively. The individual
taught Allison and Grant on off award for first place in the cross
days that he is already a player country will go to Freling Smith
Df first ten importance. What Phi Delta Theta.
Those receiving football award
they fail to realize is that the
Orlando tournament is no more are listed as follows:
Chris Argyris, Elliott Baker,
Important to Grant or Hall than
a Sunday afternoon set in their Richard Brown, William Carmody,
own back yard would be. If Carroll C. Goodwin, Lyman
Hendrix should beat Grant again
ves, Robert Howe, Robert
it may be headlines in the Senti-' Johnson, Ed. C. Levy, Geo. Miller,
Dal Star, but in the places where James Mobley, Donald Murray,
kk counts few people will even Thomas Powell, Bryant Prentice
Inow that Orlando is having a Jr., Daniel Winant, Harold Young,
lennis player by the name of and John B. Brown, manager.
Hendrix.
Freshman football numerals to;
Harold Brady,
Dante Cetrulo,
Trials for the honor of repre- Frank J. Daunis, J. Wesley Denlenting the United States on the nis, Richard L. Gillespie, Warren
blympic fencing team have just C. Hume, Gerard Kirby, Will
Kishel, C. William Law, F. Norton
ken held in New York on
Lockhart, Donald Matthews, Ja
New York Athletic Club mats,
lew wrinkle in scoring was tried S. Penny, Jr., John Rae, Jr., Jack
T. Scanlon, Freling Smith, Richard
out and met with no litth
tess. Electric bells are attached to Turk, Paul B. Welch, Jr., and
William Scheu, manager.
|he swords so that touches we
lutomatically recorded. At first
attle difficulty was experienced
iue to the added weight of
weapons, but the device seems to
je here to stay.

I

During the National
Moto
Boat Show held last week, tht
astern Intercollegiate Outboard
ssociation met in an adjacent
lotol and selected Richmond, Virginia, as the location for the 1936
ntercollegiate and interscholastic
wmpetition. Saratoga, N. Y. was
inxious to play host to the junor aquatic speedsters, but it was
felt that Richmond was more acKssable to southern and western
iirvers who wished to compete,
lune 27-28 were set as the dates
;0r the competition.

f

; Denny Shute showed what kind
if stuff champions are made of
»hen he won the Tropic Open
lolf Tournament at Miami last
Saturday. Fighting
against a
'ield that included such stars of
jolfdom as Dick Metz and Joe
Turnesa, he finished with birdies
m the last three holes and putted
mt on the eighteenth with a
Iwenty-five footer. Frank Walch
»f Morton Grove, 111., was second.
It it notable that the honors in
Ae various tournaments which
lave been held throughout the
wuth in the last month have not
fone to one or two of the enatuice in the large field which
»as come south expressly to play
or the big prize money.

PRESENIED lODM
Athletic Prizes Were Given at
Honors' Day
PI

PHI

WINS

CUP

TAMPA PAPERS DONORS

WRSITf GOLFERS SIXTH PRACTICE
START WORK-OUTS
Only two lettermen returned McDowall Stresses Defensive
This Year
Play
MIAMI IS
O P E N E R LINE WORK IMPROVES
Next week Coach Ward will begin rounding into shape the forces
of this year's varsity golf teai
Though only two members who
saw seiwice last year have
turned, the practiced at Dubsdread, he feels, will bring
material with which he can form
a successful team.
The two letter men around
whom the team will probably be
centered are
Captain Johnny
Brown and Bob Caten. Other pos
sibilities Coach Ward sees in Dick
Baldwin and Al Stoddard.
The linksmen's schedule will
open on February 8, when they
travel to Miami and meet
team of the University of Mi
February 15th, they will play the
U. of Florida team at Dubsdread.
March 14, a return match with
the U. of Miami. And on March
21, they will again meet the U
of Florida, but this time at Gainsville, Though no dates have been
settled the team is in hopes of
meeting the Stetson U. forces.
The team will travel to Athens,
Georgia during the middle of Ap1 where they will participate in
le S o u t h e r n
Intercollegiate
Championships.
Coach Ward wishes that all
nen who wish to try for a posiion on the team report to him
ometime before Saturday of this
veek.

H.C.CONE

AND AQUA VELVA
BOTH FOR 31c

FRESH ORANGE JUICE

Landers Drug Store
The Smile Factory

L

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE

CLUB DEFEATS
THETA KAPPA NU
BY CLOSE MARGIN

Opening

Game Marked by Ragged Play at all
K, A, *s and Phi Delts Appear on
Equal
Footing

times.

Intramural crew will have the
unique distinction of having two
trophies rather than the usual one
The intramural basketball season opened with a bang last Thursday
as a reward for the winning when Chase Hall upset the Phi Delts,' 19-16 in the opener of the eveboat. Besides the cup which will ning's double-header. Litten and Brownell starred for the winners
be placed in competition by the while Levy and Murray were outstanding for the losers.
Intramural board, the Brown TroA strong Kappa Alpha quintetsphy, which was given by the trounced the Rho Lambda Nus by Mobley
P
Kervvin
newspapers of Tampa in 1904, a score of 42 to 17. Bob Mor- Matthews
C
Levy
will again become the temporary row was the sole scorer for the Johnson
G
Ingraham
property of the winning club. The Rho Lamba Nus, while Little, Pope
G
Smith
first trophy will belong perma- Whalen, Powell, Miller, Carmody,
nently to any organization which and Brady scored almost at will
Fourth game
gains two legs either consecutively confirms the prediction that the X Club
Theta Kappa Nu
or otherwise. The Brown cup is K. A. s will again have one of Law
P
Caten
to go each year to the winning the strongest teams in the league, Winant
P
Lauterbach
crew, but will never become the
Friday night the Rho Lamba Brown
C
Barrington
property of one fraternity.
Nus suffered another severe de- Miller
G
Gillespie
Coach Bradley announces that feat at the hands of the Phi DelHowe
G
P. Alter
no definite date for the running ta Thetas to the tune of 47-22.
off of the races can be set until The closest game so far was
the end of the required practice played between the "X" Club and
period is in sight. All
must ^ the Theta Kappa Nus. Due to a An announcement has come
practice twelve times in order to last minute basket by Bob Howe
from the Athletic Department
enter and bad weather may ex- the Club eeked out a 15 to 14
of a change in the men's intend the time necessary to finish victory.
tramural basketball schedule which
off the required number of trials.
The openers show that the com- will affect the games between KapPractice days for the various petition for first place will be
pa Alpha and the X Club at eight
crews have been set as follows. keen and that the Kappa Alphas
o'clock and, the Rho Lambda Nus
Monday, Wednesday, and Fri- will have their hands full when
and Chase Hall at nine o'clock on
day, Chase Hall, Kappa Alpha, they meet the Phi Delta Thetas.
Thursday, January 23.
Rho Lamba Nu, and Rollins Hall.
First
game:
The Symphony Concert has been
Tuesday, Thursday, and SaturPhi Delt scheduled for the same date and
day, X Club, Theta Kappa Nu, Chase
Br^
'
Murray as a result the college has had to
ell
Phi Delta Theta.
Litten
i'
Ingraham postpone its intramural program
Turk
:;
Levy planned for that night. The games
Cetrulo will be played on an unannounced
Daugherty
(T
Goodwin date in the future.
The games scheduled for Friday,
Second game:
K. A.
Rho Lambda Nu January 2, 4, will be played.
They
are between the Theta Kappa
Little
I
Morrow
Whalen
I
Mobley Nus and Chase Hall at eight
o'clock and between the Phi Delta
Powell
C
Matthews
Thetas and the X Club at nine
Added incentive for strongei Miller
G
Johnson
o'clock.
competition in the Women's physi Carmody
(;
Young
cal education department
Third game:
stimulated by "Doc." Lander's
An additional allotment of $10,donation of a large silver trophy Rho Lambda Nu
000,000 to the NYA has been
I
to be awarded to the women's or- Morrow
given governmental approval.
ganization having the highest
number of points in intra-murals
contest at the end of the year.
At present the Pi Phis are leading, having annexed the basketball
tournament during the fall term.
With hockey, tennis, archery, golf,
and dancing going on during the
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
winter term, the race is still an
open affair.
TT I • . ,
.,
r
„
.1
.1 Mi
The disappointing turn out for
1 1
|.
t
,-J
. . 1 1 II •
1 I
.1
'
hockey may make it impossible to
have class games.

Change in Schedule

The women's athletic awards,
which had been announced Tuesday at a W. A. A. banquet in the
College Commons, were presented
at the Honor's Day ceremonies this
morning.
The Intra-mural cup for basket
ball went to the Pi Beta Phi sorority, which won over its competitors by a wide margin.
Six small gold basketballs were
given to the varsity team composed of Priscilla Smith and Bari Hill, two best centers; Lucy
An ad recently
me and Barbara
Connor,
guards; Eileen Gallagher and New York paper asking for "a
Princeton man or the equivalent."
Marilyn Tubbs, forwards.
duate wrote back asklesley Prioleau, who won the
ing whether they meant four HarFall Term Tennis Tournament,
2 man workor
IS unable to attend the service,
-Lehigh Brown and
t having returned to college
is term, but the tennis cup will
sent to her.
Betty Myers and Marguerite
rd won the cups for the Fall
Term Golf and Archery Tourna
ments, respectively.

WILLIAMS SHAVING CREAM

IWO PRIZES SET ''X''
Intramural Board Award and
Brown Trophy Offered

Special Combination

PHONE 101

FIVE

General
Contractor
and
Builder

With six practice
hind the squad, winter football,
which will last until the middle of
February, is well under way.
Coach Jack McDowall is stressing individual defensive play. He
is also bearing down on the usual
fundamentals — passing, punting.
running and blocking, especially
the latter, in an effort to improve
the offensive work.
Although last year's team scored
in all but two of its games, the
team was weak in opening up
holes. Much of this was due to
the inexperience of the linemen as
proved by the fact that in the
last game against a much stronger
Stetson team they clicked very
The main object of winter practice is to give the men this added
drill and also to acquaint the
Freshmen, who compose threefourths of the squad, with the McDowall system of play. They spent
most of last season working on
opposing teams' play to u s e
against the Varsity.
Before the sessions close the
squad will be divided into two
teams and they will play several
games against each other at Harper-Shepherd field.

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

Baby Grand Theatre

Our Spring Lines of

CUSTOM
TAILORING
ire here for your selections

Abolition of states and division
of the country into regions, their
boundaries dictated by economy
and by cultures and traditions,
was suggested by Dr. J. W. Manning of the University of Kentucky.

CARY GRANT* BRIAN AHERNE
EDMUND GWEN

The University of Chicago has
established a new chair of comparative law. Prof. Max Rheinstein, Nazi exile, was given the

SATURDAY ONLY

"SHE COULDN'T TAKE IT"
GEORGE RAFT

STARTS SUNDAY

FOR MORE
FOOD VALUE

RONALD COLMAN
We have the lines of

Use

Ed. V. Price & Co.
International
Snyder & Stull

BELL BREAD

$25 and up

SERVING THE
COLLEGE COMMONS

JOAN BENNETT

R.C. BARER, INC.

"The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo"

COLONIAL ORANGE COURT
GRILL ROOM
Sorority and Fraternity Parties

Builder of

Rollins' New
Dormitories

L i m E DUTCH MILL
Special Attention Given to Rollins Students

The Little Grey House
LUNCHEON — TEA — DINNER
JUST NORTH OF WINTER PARK

Three Private Dining Rooms

WINTER PARK,
FLORIDA

We Solicit Your Patronage
BEST SANDWICHES IN FLORIDA
No. Orange Ave.
—
Orlando
—
1

NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
PHONE 5131 FOR RESERVATIONS

ORLANDO

THE

VERSIFIED VIEWPOINTS
Words to the effect that trenches aren't needed
To help spread trench mouth when certain rules aren't heeded
Are pinned to the wall
In chaste Cloverleafs reception hall
As a reminder to us all
That the wages of sin committed last fall
Are being reaped in a manner to appall.
The notice warns against unclean gasses and careless water
drinking,
And leaves unsaid another matter which has set me thinking:
It'll be a strange world the meek will inherit when the rest
of us are through.
Fearful of contamination, people won't have much to do.
But it's a good thing the meek get the world when it's old
instead of •
quiet, and they have so few
• their pi.
That they won't have to 'orry about drinking water or
other things that bother r e and you.

Recital Presented in Theatre
Last Friday
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
cent among the younger members
of her audience.
There is no need to dwell on
Miss Graham's technique,
her
first piece, Formal Dance, immediately won our respect as a performer. Her control and movement and balance are unquestionable. Her vitality and spring
from the ground combined with
freedom of the leg from the hip,
make her body a fine instrument.
Her possibility of breaking rules,
even those of the modern dance,
such as the rather rigid and formal attitude of her hands throughout all her dances, show the confidence of the artist. Her confidence is well founded.
Martha Graham is a classic.
Here is shown once again the direction of'the modern dance, dance
that passed through a romantic
period, which used the Greeks as an
excuse. Her purity of form and
emotional content were brought to
a high pitch in "Ekstasis," a dance
in two parts. The delicacy and
joy of a girl into woman touched
the supreme in beauty.
"Sarabande"
and
"Imperial
Gesture" showed us the dignity of
movement which this dancer commands. Not a major feature but
one which brings much pleasure
to the eyes, is her use of material,
and the costumes which she designs herself.
Another mood is expressed in
"Act of Piety". The harshness of
Puritanism and the torments of
fanaticism fall with full impact in
this dance. Courage
pervades
"Frontier" and
"Lamentation"
needs no words. However subtle
the meaning of her dances, though
simply explained by intelligent
titles, two satirical pieces brought
laughs from a sympathetic house.
Everybody can join in humor and

satire, the first steps toward those
things which cannot be made fun
of.
A mask-like face defends Martha Graham's dance from any alliance with pantomime. A mouth
half opened at times is the only
fault to be found in such a mask.
As for music, piano is a poor instrument for accompaniment to
dancing. The preferability of having music composed for the dances
is indisputable, as in this program.
Certainly the expense of production explains the cause of this continual use of the piano but the
absence of percussion
instruments, winds, and strings was
sorely felt.
The public is right, in the long
run. The test of Miss Graham's
art is that her public is growing,
the enjoyment of her repeated
audiences is deepening. Miss Graham leaves us with a deep impression. Her clarity and variety
make a clear-cut image on the
memory. One wishes to see her
again, with the desire to find
again what we had first experienced, and with the confidence that
there is more in her act than can
be taken in at first encounter.
The dress sword of Commodore
Isaac Hull, commander of the
frigate Constitution during the
war of 1812, has been presented
to the Naval Academy.

January 22, 1936

DICKSON-IVES have just received a new shipment of NELLY DON'S dresses. They are peasant
linens in three tropical shades, Amathyst, Nassau
Blue and Bamboo or natural. If you never saw a
Gaget before you will find one fastening the neck
of these dresses. Each Gaget has a spaghetti trim.
In the back of the dress is a new free-action pleat.
These dresses are guaranteed not to shrink and cost
only ?3.95, which I think is more than reasonable for
such a useful dress.
Pucker-down dresses are also carried by DICKSON-IVES. for only $2.95. These dresses need only
to be washed, as this type of material doesn't need
ironing. DICKSON-IVES has these dresses in every
color.
When you go into DICKCON-IVES you will find
the NELLY DON'S shop on the second floor to the
right, just as you get off thhe elevator.

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER

CANDIDATES FOR

Queen of the Mardi Gras
Please register at the
V. F. W. MARDI GRAS HEADQUARTERS
First Floor O. B. T. Bldg.
Orlando, Fla

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
We solicit your business ;
Winter Park, Phone 413

a home town
Orlando, Phone 7690-7313

CHARLES WRIGHT
Hair Dresser
9 Washington Arcade
Orlando, Fla.
Phone~,3522
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FAVOR'S 25c TAXI SERVICE
Day and Night

Students, Let Us Handle Your Luggage
Trip to Orlando, 50c, including 1 or 2 passengers.
Each additional passenger 25c
CARS FOR HIRE

110 E. Park Ave.

Telephone 107

^

—

—

SANDSPUR

A formal tea, honoring the
pledges of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sorority, was given Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. H.
E. Oesterling. Members of the
Alumnae, with Mrs. Oesterling,
were hostesses.
Receiving with
them was Miss Charlotte Steinhans, alumnae president. Miss
Helen Steinmetz and Miss Jane
Smith met the guests at the door.
The tea table was beautifully appointed with shades of blue, carrying out the sorority colors, Invited guests and members of the
Sorority and Alumna chapter attended.

Miss Salmon Talks
Students and Dean
About Art in South
Campbell Speak at
America and Mexico
The Student Forum
"Native South American and
Mexican Arts" was the subject of
the talk given by Miss Loretta A.
Salmon at the studio for the art
Seminar period on Thursday, January 17.
Miss Salmon has travelled widely through South America and
Mexico and brought back interesting examples of the art work done
in these countries. Coins, jewels,
designs in fur, dolls, water colors,
oils, rugs, lace, pottery, baskets,
and a group of etchings from Quito in Equador comprise the collecMiss Salmon says that the natives wish to express themselves
as we do in art, and her souvenirs
show them to be very skillful in
the execution of their work.
The collection was on display for
one day only and members of the
Spanish club were especially invited to attend.
On Thursday, January 23, Miss
Robie will speak on "The Use of
Japanese Prints in Decoration"
during the seminar period.

Students Admitted
to Upper Division
At the last meeting of the Board
of Admissions to the Upper Division, held in Knowles Hall on
January 16, 1936, Steve Bambarger and Frances Grant were admitted to the Upper Division.

ROLLINS COLLEGE,
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Students:

ROLLINS

Alumni of Kappa
Kappa Gamma Give
Tea for Pledges

Seymour Ballard, as head of
the Student Forum committee, introduced the four speakers at the
Student Forum Sunday night. The
speakers were Grace Terry, Barbara Bennett, Wilda Schmidt, and
Marian Galbraith, who were delegates to the Convention of the
Student Volunteer Movement of
America, which met in Indianapolis recently.
The students spoke informally
on their various experiences and
reactions on the opportunities offered at the convention. Race
problems and student cooperation
throughout the world as a means
of abolishing war were discussed.
At the end of the meeting Dean
Campbell talked on the value of
these movements, and what small
groups could do to aid in their
growth.
It was announced that Bishop
Oldham of Albany will lead the
February 2.

President's Ball to
Take Place Jan 30
The annual President's Ball will
be held January 30 at the Orlando
Country Club. The event will be
sponsored by the Junior Welfare
Association of Orlando, the proceeds going to the Tuberculosis
md.
Dancing will be from nine until
e, and the admission will be fifty cents per person.
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Teas and Week-end Visits
Make Up Quiet Social Week
By Leah Jeanne Bartlett
The past week has been a comparatively quiet one for most of UE
—except for the shock and excitement of having the entire K. A,
element dressed up. While they
were plunged into the social whirl
of teas and dances the rest of us
just went the usual rounds, with
a few fortunates taking week end
trips.
"Punky" Matthews and "Cricket" Manwaring drove down to
Boca Raton, where they spent the
week end with mother and father.
Judy Vale and Bob Howe went
the
Venice. Judy's family are wintering at the Eagle Point colony.
"Ginny" Jaekel, who graduated
before Christmas, returns today
for a visit. While here she will
stay at the Pi Phi house.
Jimmy Lambert left Friday for
his home in Sarosota, where he
rested a few days after a slight
illness which kept him in the infirmary last week.
Bill Wicker and Jack "Snoodles"
Brabant spent the past week end in
Miami.
Frank Miller, Danny Winant and
Gil Wakefield flew over to the
Mount Plymouth Country Club last
Sunday afternoon. While there
they saw "Connie" Mack, who is
Gil's uncle.
Miss Jean Parker spent the
week end in Miami with her
Pi Beta Phi entertained with a
tea at the house last Thursday afternoon. Guests, outside of the
active members of the sorority,
were: Barbara Keep, Carol George, Grace Connor and Nancy CushMrs. Rhea M. Smith entertained
several friends last Wednesday afternoon at a luncheon at the
Whistling Kettle, followed by a
matinee party at the Annie Russell theatre.
Miss Emily Burks, a former student at Rollins, has recently visited her parents, Dr. and Mrs. B.
A. Burks. Emily is now studying
in Philadelphia, Pa.
Active chapter of Gamma Phi
Beta held an informal tea Friday
afternoon for patronesses, friends
and faculty members.
Guests
d between four
and

six by Miss Sarah Dean, Miss
leyn Grimmer and Mrs. Margaret
Scholtz, house chaperone. Mrs,
Eugene Smith, former grand president of Gamma Phi w^as guest of
honor. Mrs. Smith was also c
plimented by a luncheon given
for her at the college commons.
Betty Ann Wyner was th.
guest of honor at a birthday sur
prise dinner party given for he;
by Chariene Jamin. Other guests
were the actives and pledges of
Phi Mu.
The Theta pledges gave an in
formal party for the actives Mon
day evening, January 13th. En
tertainment included skits and im
itations and the presentation o:
an original song. Refreshments
were served later in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Russ MacPherson
spent the week end here with their
daughter, Louise.
Mrs. Gordon Spence spent Saturday night at the Theta house.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mower
spent Sunday afternoon with their
daughter, Betty, on their way to
Miami.
Sydney Millar's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Millar, spent Sunday
afternoon with her, on their way
further south.
Chi Omega held a rush Buffet
supper at the house on Thursday
evening, January 16. Those who
attended besides the actives and
pledges were: Carol George, Carol
Gardner, Florence Norton, Harriet Young, Jean McNitt, and
Frances Perpente.
Rev. Albert H. Wilson, Sigma
Nu alumnus, Beta Iota Chapter of
Mount Union College, who has
been responsible for the founding
of many prominent chapters, was
in Winter Park for several days
to visit Rho Lambda Nu fraternity. He sat in on a formal meeting Monday night, and was present
at an informal discussion afterwards.
Rev. Wilson is a very well
known man in fraternity circles.
He served as vice-regent, and then
as regent, of Sigma Nu.
He expects to return to Rollins
early in the spring accompanied
by several Sigma Nu officials.
Seven Rho Lambda Nu pledges
were initiated on Sunday night,
January 12, as the termination of

SIIIIE K, I'S
CONVENTION SAI
Organization of State Alumni
Purpose of Meet
CEREMONY

IN

CHAPEL

After the model initiation which
was held at the Chapel for the
Alumni, tea was served at the
Kappa Alpha house in the honor
of the visiting Kappa Alpha's and
the Alumni. Tea was served in
the garden with the table decorated in pink and yellow. Mrs.
Grace Phillip Johnston and Mrs.
W. T. Crawford poured; and were
assisted by Mrs. Finsley West,
Mrs. J. T. Capehart, Mrs. Ray-,
mond McQuire, Mrs. John Simms,
from Orlando; Mrs. U. T. Bradley, Mrs. R. A. Smith, and Mrs.
Edwin Granberry, from Winter
Park.
Rollins students who assisted
were: Misses Sidney Millar, Ruth
Myers, Helen Jackson, Jane Sensenbrenner, Ruth Dawson, Ruth
Moore, Sally Hammond, Eileen
Gallagher, Fay Bigelow and Betty
Mower.
The Alumni Chapter of Orlando sponsored a dance at the Orlando Country Club Saturday
night. The Club was decorated
th the fraternity's colors of
imson and gold, and with Robert E. Lee's picture draped with
the Confederate and Union flag.
three months pledging, thus bringing the active membership to nineteen, and the total membership to
twenty-two. Those initiated were:!
Howard Lyman, Bruce McCreary,|
Donald Matthews, Myron Savage,
Dick Jones, Charles Draper, and
Paul Welch.
The Upsilon Beta chapter of
Chi Omega takes great pleasure
nnouncing the pledging of
Mary Gulnac of Renesselear, New
York.
James Mobley was elected captain of the Rho Lambda Nu basketball team. Other men on the
squad are: Donald Matthews, Carl
Goeller, Bob Johnson,
Harold |
Young, Bob Morrow, Tommy Pope,
Dick Baldwin, Myron Savage, and
Howard Lyman.

